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Abslracl-ln 1905, Ein-;tein fonnulakd his spedal relati,·it~
for point particles. For tho~e particles. his Lorentz cmariance
and energy-monwntum relation are h~ no" firmly estahli~hed.
Htnl ahout the h~ drogen atom:' It is possible to perform Lon·ntz
hoosts on the proton assuming that it is a point particle. Then
"hat happens to the electron orbit'! The orhit could go thnough
an elliptic deformation, hut it is not possible to understand
this problem without quantum mechanics. where the orbit is
a standing wave leading to a localized probability distribution.
Is this concept consistent with Eimtein 's Lorentz covariance·:
Dirac. Wigner. and Feynman contributed important building
blocks for understanding this problem. The remaining prohlem
is to assemble those blocks to tonstruct a Lorentz-co,·ariant
picture of quantum hound states based on standing waves. It is
shown possible to assemble those building blocks using harmonic
oscillators.
f..'LIWORDS: Quantum hound states, Lorentz covariance.

l.

]~TRODL CTICJ~

;-\ieb Bohr had a great respect for Eim.tein. and he adds
"time" whenever he mentions "space" in hi<, philosophical
writing<.. However. for his hydrogen atom. the proton wa<.
sitting at the cemer of the ab<.olult' frame. Einstein pre<.umably
thought about how the h) drogen atom v- ould look to a moving
observer. but he ne'er raiseJ the issue. The reason i> that
the hydrogen atom moYing with a rdativistic speed was not
conceivable for them.
Things are different these davs. Protons can move with a
<,peed close to the light speed. ln addition. like the hydrogen
atom. the proton is a bound state of the more fundamental
panicles called the "quarks." The protc>n thus has the same
quantum mechanical ingredients a<. the hydrogen atom has.
\\'e can therefore study the hydrogen atom in Einstein's world
by studying the pnllon in high-energy physic<.. This historical
trend is illm.trated in Fig. l.
Without the quark modeL Paul A.M. Dirac devoted much of
research life to the problem of con<otructing Lorentz-covariant
wave functiom.. He published four papers on thi<; problem from
1927 to 1963 [1]. [2]. [3]. [4]. We shall construct the boundqate model by combining these four papers.
In order to do this. we haw to understand the symmetry
problems for bound-state problems. In 1939, Eugene \Vigner
worked out the internal space-time symmetries of relati\istic
panicles [5]. In so doing he worked out the symmetries of
bound states in the Lorentz-covariant world [6].
Richard Feynman invented Feynman diagrams. but he said
in 1970 that we should use harmonic oscillators. instead of
Feynman diagrams. for understanding bound state problems in
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the Lorentz-covariant world cite7. He then puhlished a paper
saying the same with his students in 1971 [R]. The dif11culty of
w.ing the S-matri>. for boundstates had bet>n nnted before 191.
In Sec. JJ. v-e list Dirac's four paper<,. and point out wh~tt
he diu and what he could have don in these papers. We Jo
the same for Feynman 's three papers in Sec. Ill. In Sec I\'. it
was noted first that space-time symmetry of quantum bound
states is simpler than the full-fledged Lorentz group. l'nlike
Klein-Gordon waves. the symmetry of standing wa\e is that of
the three-dimemional rotation group [51. This point is miS'ing
in Dirac'.s papers and Feynman·s 1971 paper [l:\]. lt is noted
also that that the coYariam harmonic oscillaton, -,atisf~ all the
required symmetrie<..
\Ve then discuss the essential features of the oscillator
formalism which describes the effect of the proton wave
function under Lorentz boot. It is shown that the wave function
becomes "squeezed'' when it is boosted.
It is then !--hown in Sec. V that this squeeze effect manifesh
itself in Feynman \ pan on picture for the proton moYing with
a speed close to that of light. We establi<.h that the quark
model and the panon model are two different manifestations
of one Loremz-covariant model of quantum bound !--tates. This
is what Einstein·~ hydrogen atom is about.

II.

DIRAC'S FOL'R PAPERS

Paul A. M. Dirac devoted much of his re!>earch effons to
making quantum mechanics consistent with special relativity.

978-1-61284-774-0. 11 '$26.00 IC2011 IEEE
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In the present paper. we address the-,e soft spots in these
papers according to Dirac\ own suggestion: to construct the
representation of the Poincare group using harmonic O!-.cillators [2]. [3]. Dirac mis,.,ed this point again in his !963 paper [-l]
while he was constructing the representation of the 01 :). 2)
group which contains the Lorentz group 0(3. 1) as a subgroup.
We can remove the-;e soft spots by constructing \\'igner·s
little groups [5] of the Poincare group using harmonic oscillaton. [6]. [13].
Ill. FEYI\MAI\'S THREE PAPERS

Richard Feynman made important contributions in many
different branches of physic-.. In the following three papers.
he left some important que,.,tions as home work problem' for
younger generations.

qua;t.~.
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..,jn~.:c

he did

meclwnical problem. 1\-lwl 11·c rculil do i.1 di,·idc 1hc
unin·r.1c inlo tii'O pan' - rhe .\TSIC/11 in ,,·hid? ,,·c urc
inlcreszcd all{] 1hc rc.11 of 1/zc uni1·crse. We rhcn usuallY acl
u.1 if I he srslcm in 11·/zic/z 11 e 111-e inial'.\ led compri.ll J I he
cmire uni1·crsc To nw/ii(JTC lhc usc of densitY matrices.
let us .1ec whal happens when \H' include the f>W"l uf the
Ullil·crse OUI.Ii<fe the S\'S/1'171.
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The'" light -cone 'ariables serve wn u.seful puq)(>Ses.
Here onc coordinate expands and the other contracts.
Thu.s. the Lorentz boost is a squeeze tran<.formation I 10].
In the same paper. Dirac stated that the probkm of
constructing relati\istic dynamics is the '->ame as th3t
of constructing a suitable represemation of the Poincare
group. In his earlier paper !2]. Dirac staned this work
using harmonic oscillators. but he did not elaborate on
this in his 19..\9 paper.
• In Jl)(\3 [-l]. Dirac used two harmonic o-,cillators to
construct the 01 :J. :11 de Sitter group. '-" hich is a Lorc>ntL
group applicable to thee '>pace-like and two time-like
coordinate,.,. This representation later became the mathematical basis for two-mode squeezed states in quantum
optics [11]. !12]. and became a bridge between '->pecial
relatiYity and optical sciences.

o..;pt."Ctra could be:-.t

not kJW\11 what to do "'ith it. he chose to ignore the
YariJble. He thcn published tht:: L'clnknt of thts talk '-" ith
hi:-. s:udenb in 1971 (S]. He did nut ]W.tify \\hac he did
()n this ume ,<eparation variahk.
In his book on st:.ilisucal mc.:hanics published in
I YT2 [17 j. feynman dt:-.cu<.\c'd demit: mJtnce> and mea<ourement prohkms. He stated \flzcn H·c .\()/n· a quantum-
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Feynman then U!-.ed one harmonic o-,cillator to illustrate
his re't of the uniYer,e. The lJUt",tion is hoJA one o-;cil!Jtor
can e\plain both :he real world and the rest of the
uni"erse. He could haYe u.-,ed two L'Ouplcd ll'>cillators
w illu<otrate hi<.. hi-, re-.t of the uniYerse. but he left thi<o
problem a-, a homewnrk problem fnr u' [I~].
In the.se three paper,_ Fe: nman raised 'ery fundamental
iS'-ue<.. in phy,ics. hut did not prm ide cnmplete solution<o. The
i-,-,ue on his rest nf the unil'erse h:1<.. h.:en dtscusseci in the
literature in tenn'-> of the coupled oscillators [l 8]. and also in
tenns of the time-<.eparation Yariable in the Lorentz-covariant
world [19].
In the present paper. we are interestt'd in addressing the
soft spots in Fcynman·, IY69 papers on the panon picture
and those in his 1911 paper on harmonic mcillator\. As in the
case of Dirac. it is pos'-.ible w transfom1 Feynman ·, n<.cillator
fom1alism into the representation of\\'igner"s little group using
harmonic oscillators [6]. [!3].

IV.

COVARIAI\T HARMOI\IC OSCILLATORS

In Sec. !I and Sec. IlL we stated that it i' possible to
remove the soft spots in Dirac's four papers and Feynman·s
three papers by constructing Wigner's little groups. These
little groups are the subgroups of the Poincare group whose
transformations leave the four-momentum of a given panicle
invariant [5]. [6]. For a massive panicle. we can consider the
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Lc1rectz fr2n1e v,het;: thi;:, pJ;·tJCle i~ a! req. ln ihi' fr:Jn1e. the
sp~~ce-tin1e >: l1;1T1c:tr_\ i> the ~hrc:('-Jin~t·nc;.ion~d n)ta~Jor ~n'lll'·
In C.ea}in~T \\ith rlan~ \\~\~~'- \\e ...:an with ~he K1ein-Ci\ 1 fl~(\il
The ~olut\;'>n-.. \1 f Lhi:-- e~u;Jt~on :..tre L(lrtntz-1n\~tri~tnt.
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worlJ <hare rhe
that of ihe Klein-GorJon \\'~n·e.s.
it comain<; the full s: mmetn of the Poi ncar<' group '' ith
ten interdepe:1dent paperers. These aspects of the space-time
s:mmetry i.s illtr<,tr~Hcd in Fi~. 2. This fi~ure describe, the
'P'Jce-tinle ~)llli11t"lr.\ of Ein'-tl~in\ hyUro~cn ~HP111 ~1\tn 111
5-arne :'yrnn1etr) jH\ljJC'rt) a-..

cnnCition~.

1ndeed. before the f'&~te; r_)f F-cyr,rnan t'i c! .. a
number of ac:tlwr' publrsht:d thC'ir ;x.p~r' l•li l!m ,J:"F-"l '::'(Ji.
:::: [. :.:_:; ). !2-+].
Acc·ordin~ to Gell-\hnn ! 16]. th.: protPn 1, a iXJUih.l scale
c1f t\\ n qL;ark~. b ..Jt \\ e Lnn,ider here fc1r :--.inl}"'~iic-it~ ;,r hound
-,tJ!t: of t110 quar!..-,. As i' the C:iSl' \>f !-nnmJn cr ui .. we ''an
with the two qu3rJ.;<; whose <,pace-time p<»itions are .r,. and
J ; •. Then the swnJard procedure r' tr' use the \'~t:·iabie'
1

t5;

Fig. I.

The four-\ ector _y speciiles "here the pn>ton IS located in
space and time. 11 hile the ,·ariable .r mea,ure<. the <,pac·etime sep:m!lJon between the quarh<,. Th1s .r 1ariable has
four components. but it has only three de~rees of freedom
accordin~ to V\i~ner"s s~ mmetJ"). Thi, 11ill appear a' the
lack of excitation<, along the time-like drrection a<; noted b:
Dirac [ lj. [3].
Does this time-separation variable exist 11 hen the proton
i' at re-.t'.' Ye'>. according to Eimtein. In the prl:'sent form of
quantum mechanics. we pretend not to kno\\ an1 thing about
thi-, 1ariable. Indeed. thi'> variable belongs to Fe' nman "<, rest
of the univer.se [I lJ].
Also in the present fonn of quantum mechanics. there is
an uncertainty relation between the time and energy variable<,.
HmH'\er. there are no known time-like e.\citatiom. L:nlike the
pmition or momentum variable. the ume--;eparation 1·ariable
i-, e-n umber. and it.s uncertainty v- ith the energy separation a
e-n umber uncertainty relation [I j. With this point in mind. let
us go to the oscillator fom1alism prnpo-;ed b: Feynman [7].

Running Waves

j

Transftion to the
Lorentz-covariant World
Klein-Gordon Waves
Lorentz Group

j

Construction of
Mathematical Formulas
Feynman Diagrams

[~j
Fi~

2. Runnmt-' v.a\e~ ;_md ~!<.Jnding v.~i\l''- in quantllm thcor~. Jf ~~ partH.:Je
i~ allowt'd to tr;..~vel tnlfll Hlflllll~ Ill in!Jnit~. 1t CUJTC"-..pnnJ .., w a running \\;1\e
according to the W;tn· pll'lUrt' lll LJU;mtum mcch;mJc~. If. on tile other ilanlJ.
I! 1~ trappt.'d ln <1 locali?ed n.:t'ion. we h<.i\'l' to u~e ~landing Wa\C:--. to interpret
it... location in term~ oJ probability dJ'>tnhutJOn.

Feynman et of. <,tan with the Lorent;-im ariant differential
equatron [ ~)
1 {

0Since the internal space-time symmetry is like the threedimensional rotation group, the standing wave> trapped within
a quantum bound state should also <,ati,fy this symmetry. lt
i> important to note that v- e are dealing here with space-time
separations. For instance. the Bohr radiu' is the separation
between the proton and electron. One of the 'oft spots in
Dirac's four papers is that Dirac did not clarif) this separation
issue. The ;oft spots in both Dirac's papers and Feynman's
l 97 l paper [8] is that the time-like direction is not required
in Wigner·s three-dimensional space.
Thw;, Dirac·s concern about the space-time asymmetl) is
not necessal)·. Feynman et a/. said they wanted to drop the
time-like variable becau;e they do not knov- what to do with
it. They did not know they were right. They did not have to
do anything about what does not exist.
Then. our next problem is to build a model of bound states
satisfying Wigner"s 0(3)-like symmetl)'. which is comistent
with Einstein·s Lorentz covariance . As was noted by Feynman .[7), the easiest way is to start with hannonic oscillators.
The oscillator system does not require additional boundary

')
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Thi' partial differential equation ha' man~ different solutions
depending on the choice of separable 1·ariable" and boundar)
conditions. Feynman ct a/. insist on Lorentl-ill\ariant solutions
v- hich are not nornulizable. On the other hand. if we insist on
nonnaliJCation. the ground-state wave function takes the form
of Eq.( l I, which now can be written a'
c(.:.t)

exp

l

I .

L

~

!-::; (.:

1

where we dropped the transverse components of .?" and y. As
in the case of Eq.(2). we make Lorentz boosts along the :.
We dropped also the normalization constant for simplicity. In
tenns of the light-cone variables. this wave function becomes
1..'11."1'

(8)

If the system is boosted. the u and 1' variables are replaced
b) u c-~ and 1' r;'l respectively. The wave function then
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Lorentz-<XMilriant Quantum Mechanics

Feynman

wavelen£th and the pn1ton ..,1/C. A:-. the
extanal ~i~nal :-.ce~ Lorentz-cnntractin);
hand. the wa\ckngth of the ~ignal ah(l
a:-. . . t:'\l'fl' a-, the ca~t' where tilt: pr\)!(111

1969: Parton P1cture
1971: Osc1llator Model for
Bound States

three-dimen>ional >pace. Thi> is the content of Wigner·, (}(;) )like little group applicable to thi> system. These tr:mswr<.e
excitation renuin inv~riant when the system is booqed. This
aspect has also been discussed in the literature [ J."~j.

1973: Rest of the Un1verse

Flf-. :,.
SpaCL'·limt: rlcturt: nf quantum rllt'L'h<lnlC:-. Then· are quantum
e\cllatinn.., alonf_ the ~pacl'-like longlluJm.:tl dm:ction. but thl'rc.~ are no
cxcitatllm ..., alon~ the time-like d1reLIIOn. The time-encr~: relation i~ a cmunheJ unccrtaJm: rebtwn.

Let u' go back to the Gau,,ian fonn of Eq.(7 ). If we
allow excitatiom along the : direction while keeping the I
component in ih ground state. the wave function take' the
fonn
l'll (:.

t)

(10)

where H, is a Hennite polynomial. This wave function
'atisfies Dirac's c-number time-energy uncertainty relation. It
can also be Lorentz-boosted in the same manner as the groundsate wave function of Eq.(7) becomes its squeezed fonn of
Eq.(9 ). This aspect of the Lorentz-covariant e-n umber timeenergy uncertainty relation is discussed in the literature [31].
[32].
Since the oscillator system is separable in the Cartesian
coordinate system. the Gaussian form of Eq.l7l can be restored
to its dimensional fonn of Eq.( I ). This fonn can allow
excitations along the transverse directions of .T and y. We we
add the Hennite polynomials in along the!'.e components, this
wave function can pos!'.ess the symmetry under rotations in the

Thi' elliptic ;,queeze i-; con>istent with the Lorent1 contrac·tion along the lcmgintudinal direction according to Einqein ·,
special relativity. However. it raises a new wuestion of ho\\
to deal with the the time-'>eparation variable which beconHo>
more prominet as the proton picks up the speed l 10 ]. [ 19].
As for the experimental ;;ide of this LorentL squeeze. this
problem wa<. studied in connection with the proton form factor
for high momentum transfer in electron-proton scattering. The
early author;, attempted to explain the dipole cut-off behavior
using the oscillator formali'm presented in thi<. <.ection [221.
[23]. [24].
There i;; still more work to be done. For instance. the effect
of the quark spin should be addressed 12."]. [26]. Also there are
reports of de\iations from the exact dipole cut-off 127]. There
have been attempts to study the form factors ba'>ed on the
four-dimensional rotation group [28]. and also on the lattice
QCD [29]. p Indeed. this fonn factor behaYior is one of the
centrail issues in high-energy physics.
Yet, it is gratifying to note that the effect of Lorentz
squeeze leads to the polynomial decrease in the momentum
tran~Jer, thanks to the Lorentz coherence illustrated in Fig. 4.
This aspect of coherence probem ha!-. been discuS'>ed in the
literature [6]. [10]. [30].
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QUARKS-- PARTONS
lt ;.:'- a ~,;·ideh ~h. :..:·:plr:-,.-J ']c-\:.. th:-1: the hadron~ are quarHuirJ
ht)unJ -.,tate-., of L[d~:rk'- '' i~h lt_\((.tl;zed proh..tbilii~ dl:-,:.nhutic·n'-.
A" jn ;__tl] hl~und--..t:.tlc? c;_t~t'-. thi.-. ltJCJlizJti()n cnnditiun h
re-.,pnn~lble for lhe e>-.i;.;rcn-.'t' pf di~...:rcte n1a.-..~ .-;.pec:ra. The
must CL'll' irKing f\ it.knce for thi~ bounu-stzttc picture ;,, the
h~tdromc ma;;, ;;peL·tr:l "hi,·h are t>b,;entd in hi~h-ene:rg;
labc>rJtorie, !h]. i~l- The proton i> one of those hadron.s.
In I YhSI. Fe' nman obscn ed that a fast-mcl\'ing proton c:Jn be
regarded :1s J cnllec·tion nf man; "partons" whose propenic's
0pp~ar W he quite diflcrent from tho'e of the quarks ·i J ~ ].
F(lr nample. the number <1f qt<JrL inside :.1 swtic proton is
three. while the number of p:!!lons in a rapidly 1110\'Ing pmton
appear<. tu be ini1nite. The qut:qion then i-; hem the proton
looking like :1 h(\und ,;tate of quarLs to one obsen·er can :tppear
dlfferent to an ob,t>n·er in " different Lorenu frame'-' Fe: nm:m
muck the foilo\l ing systematic observ:.nions.
:1.

=-c~:~c.E

z

(I I I

where P is the total four-momentum. lt is the pwton fourmomentum.
The ,·ariable q measure' the four-momentum separation
between the quarks. Their light-cone \'ariables are

q,.

lj,

i.L~l

The resulting momentum-energy \.\ave function is

' 1
t'XlJ I- -

. l

2

0

1
2 (1 - ' q·11
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Because we are using here the harmonic oscillator. the mathematical form of the above momentum-energy wave function is
identical to that of the space-time waYe function. The Lorentz
squeeze properties of the-,e wave functions are also the same.
This aspect of the squeeze has been exhaustively discussed in
the literature [6]. [33], [34].
When the proton is at rest with 1)
0. both wave functions
behave like those for the static bound. state of quarh. As T/
increases. the wave functions become continuously squeezed
until they become concentrated along their respective positive

I
1-1

I

1c,,
I

I

I

[-?f+-c,l
- "Y- i

The picture is Yalid only for protom moving with Yelocit;

Because the proton i> helieved to he a bound state of two
or three quarLs. each of the aho\'e phenomena appears as u
p~raG .:Jx. parucularly b J and c) together.
In order to reso]\·e this paradox. let us consider the
monwntum-ener~) "a' e function for this two-quark system.
If ~<C kt the quarks h:J\e the f()ur-momenta ]'n and ]'l·it i, possible to con>truc·t two independent four-momentum
,ariables [S]

C.•~;:,'~:. ~e:;'!rrk

12 'lOS: t·et

clmc tu IhJt of I ight.

h. The interacuon time hctwt:en the yuarks heccl!llt>s diluted.
and partom behaYe as free independent particles.
c. The momentum di<,tribution of partons become<,
widespre:Jd as the proton moves fast.
d. The number of parwns uppear to be infinite ()r much
larger than that nf quarks.
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w;.n·c funcltPih.

protl.ln-~

:-.peed approache:-. that of light. hoth \\a\c tunctJ<Jn:-- heL·ome
CllflCentr;Jt~d alon~ their reo.,pective po:-.lli\t· llght-L·nnc axe .... Thcc-.e lit:hl-etnw
conL'l~ntratitln:-. lcJd to Feynman\, parton picrure.

light-cone axes. Let us look at the :-axi' projection of the
space-time waYe function. Indeed. the "idth (lf the yu~rk
diqribution increa<.es as the proton-, speed approaches that
of the <.peed of light. The position of each qu:~rk appears
\\ide spread to the obsen·er in the hiborator) frame. and the
quarks appear like free particle<..
The momentum-energy waYe function i' just like the spacetime w::l\e function. as is shown in Fig. 5. The longitudinal
momentum diqribution become' wide-<.pread a<. the proton ·s
speed approaches the velocit) of light. Thi<. is in contradiction
with our expecwtion from non-relati,·istic quantum mechanics
that the width of the momentum distribution is inverse]} proportional to that of the position wave function. Our e.\pectation
is that if the quarks are free. they must have their sharply
defined momenta, not a wide-spread diqribution.
Howe,·er. according to our Lorentz-squeezed <.pace-time and
momentum-energy wave functions. the space-time width and
the momentum-energy width increase in the same direction as
the proton is boosted. This is of course an effect of Lorentz
covariance. This indeed is the ke:v to the resolution of the
quark-parton paradox [6]. [33]. [34].
Feynman's parton picture is one of the most controversial
physical models proposed in the 20th century. The original
model is valid only in Lorentz frames where the initial proton
moves with infinite momentum. It is gratifying to note that
this model can be produced as a limiting case of one covariant
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al(\J1g thi;; direction :_~5 i"
So far. the LjUe-..ti,,n c--i· h~..t:-nlun~ h~t' been re...,tri~..:ted t;-.
Eimtein·, \\Orld of reL:t!\ it>" Our u:umate que,tinn i, hc>\1
qu~ntum mechanic<. and re!Jl!\ Jt~ v, ill be cornbinec to~erher
in harmon).
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I'll The b<.l',)L" dirticulty Wllll U'-int' pi:nH.:

CO:'\CU DI?\G RE\1.\RKS

Since I 073 [30]. most]\ with Marilyn Noz. I haw been
pubJi,hing papers on constructing a model of quantum bound
\tate\ in Einqein·, Lurenl/-covariant v.orld. In 10!>6 [61. we
published a book on thi-, subJeCt. Of course. we \\ere not the
fir\t c'ne\ tl' .-.tudy thi-, problem"
It \\a' Jl(lted first that Dirac and Feynman made pi' otal
contributions" Ho\\ en':r. the: looked at the <.a me problem
different!) ll1 their p:Jper<-" 1t wa.<; <.een in the pre,ent report that
their re'Lilt<. can become much '>tronger if the) are combined
into one paper. During this process. Wigner·s 1Y3LJ paper [5]
play<. the e<.<-ential rok
Here. the key word is "harmony"" The works of those great
ph) sici<.ts can be put together in hannony J am Yer) happy
to mention this point in China. where the concept of harmony
was fomlUlated man: centurie<. ago through the philosoph) of
"T:l(lism"..
As for Einstein. let u-, go to Table L This is a table on
hannony. Ob\erven, in different Lorentz frame\ see thing<;
differently. hut they are in harmon:" Then. did Ein\tein study
the oriental philosophy of Taoism 0 I do not know"
However. it i' well known that he studied the philosophy
of Immanuel Kant in his early years. It i' also known that hi<;
formulation of relativity was influenced by Kant's view of the
world. Different observers can <.ee differently one thing which
is called ''Ding an Sich" by KanL
\\'hat is Ding an Sich''. A Coca-Cola can looks like a
rectable to an observer who looks at its side" It is a circle
viewed from the top. Here. the Coke can is the Ding an Sich"
Thw.,. according to Kant. Einstein's special relativity requires an absolute frame (Dmg an Sich). This is not what
Einstein wanted. In Table L there are no places for Kant's
Ding an Sich"
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